Berlin City Challenge
After being stuck in
lockdown, FDF offers a
weekend travel experience
which will challenge you
physically and mentally.
Berlin City Challenge is a
chance to experience a
cultural exchange in a
competitive frame, giving
you access to parts of Berlin
you have never seen before.

Speed and smarts
This fast paced weekend is a mix
between an escape room, a board
game, and a battle royale using
Berlin as our playing field. Sprinkled
around the city are challenges,
confronting you with physical,
mental, creative, smart, musical, and
sneaky puzzles.
Teams
You join as a team of 4 - 7 people.
Competing in these teams, and using
all methods of transport available,
you will race between Berlin's
landmarks and complete fun and
exciting tasks along the way. The
Berlin City Challenge 2021 is created
by FDF International Forum, but is
open to any teams from Fimcap
Europe or European Fellowship. All
activities and challenges will be in
English.
Cultural exchange
Part of the experience is also meeting
different cultures, with teams from
all over Europe, and the challenges
bringing you into contact with
Berliners from many different
backgrounds, you will discover if
some stereotypes are true!

Time and place
Friday 5th to Sunday 7th November
2021. Last arrival Saturday 6th at
9.30am, first departure Sunday 7th at
14:00. Accommodation will be
provided for those arriving Friday.
Target group
The activities are designed for people
aged 15 to 25 yrs old. Local groups
can decide if someone older or
younger is suitable to join.
Price
100 Euros covers transport in the
city, food and accommodation for the
weekend. You will arrange and pay
for your own transport to and from
Berlin.
Registration
Go to www.crossculture.dk to get the
registration link. Registration closes
1st October 2021
Corona? no
Check the entry requirements to
Germany from your country. You are
expected to follow them.
Contact
Adric Constantinou-Etheredge
adric@fdf.dk

